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Atlas
Casegoods

Atlas presents executive-level modular casegoods with 1-1/2”-thick worksurfaces and contemporary Reed-style edge design. All feature
AdvantEdge, an extra-durable 3mm banding for long term durability and aesthetics.
Unique curved corner and computer corner desks with standard keyboard platform allow executives comfortable pullup to computers.
By eliminating back-to-the-door computing, these desks promote collaboration and communication, helping executives remain ready to
receive colleagues and visitors.
Choose full or 3/4-height individually locking pedestals.
Drawers include smooth-action, captive steel ball-bearing slides.
Full extension slides on all file drawers provide complete drawer access.
Pre-installed filing hardware offers easy-adjust legal and/or letter filing front-to-back or side-to-side.
Extensive wire management standard. Accessory wall, accessories and tackboards all tailor offices to individual needs.
Optional center drawers and keyboard supports available.

Windsor Cherry
Brushed Chrome Pulls
A1WWC721LB
A1WWC733R
A1WC485
A1WWC737
A1WCMT24
321SM30AT
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Durable thermally fused laminate surfaces provide long-term
durability and lasting aesthetics. Choose all wood grain or wood
grain top with solid color bases. With two-tone colorations you
can tailor Atlas to other elements, such as floors and walls.

Mahogany/White
Brushed Chrome Pulls
A1WM462L2BFWFWM
A1M496R
A1WM733RWF
A1M738WF
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Atlas
Casegoods

With over 200 modular components, Atlas can be configured
to accommodate varying building structures, office designs and
individual preferences. Address private and open offices, reception and conference area, plus storage/filing situations. Even more
options are available through sister-series Hyperwork, including a
full range of complementary corner hutches!
Natural Maple/Graphite
Brushed Chrome Pulls
A1WFMGP720B
A1WFMGPBK733R
A1WFMGP65STOR
A1WFMGP738
A1FMGP65

Extensive conference furnishings and storage units
provide excellent solutions for a wide range of
meeting areas. Tables available with racetrack,
rectangular and round tops.

Natural Maple/Graphite
A1FMGPTR48

Hundreds of casaegoods and all HPFi seating available in several finishes and at industry-leading Quick Ship lead times.
Dimensions listed are width/depth/height over-all. Reference current price list for complete descriptions.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Windsor Cherry/Graphite
Brushed Chrome Pulls
A1WWCGP346

